
Evergreen

When Stephen’s mother passes away, his Grandpa lets him in

on a family secret that takes them on a wild adventure.



INT. DINING ROOM - DAY

STEPHEN, a nine year old boy with feathery brown hair,

wearing a suit and loosened tie sits in a large arm chair in

the corner of a crowded room. People in funeral attire are

talking and eating. Stephen has a blank stare.

The setting is in black and white.

WOMAN 1 (O.S.)

I heard his blood alcohol was three

times the limit.

GRANDPA, a slender man wearing a suit in his late 70s with

white hair, glasses, and a hearing aid quietly whistles to

Stephen from the basement door to get his attention.

Stephen looks up as Grandpa opens the basement door and

nods, signaling him to follow.

INT. BASEMENT - DAY

Stephen closes the door and follows down the stairs.

Grandpa’s basement is a dimly lit museum of model trains,

tanks, and airplanes.

GRANDPA

Your mom ever tell you anything

about down here?

Stephen shakes his head "no."

GRANDPA

It’s magic ya know.

Grandpa points to the old wooden plank door of a coal

closet.

STEPHEN

I’m not a little kid.

GRANDPA

I should hope not! This place isn’t

safe for a little kid!

Grandpa opens the wooden door and climbs through. Stephen,

cautious and somewhat annoyed, stands in the middle of the

room. Grandpa pops his head back out, he is wearing an old

baseball helmet with small flashlights taped to the sides.

GRANDPA

Well?

Stephen slowly walks towards the door.



2.

INT. COAL CLOSET - DAY

The room is completely dark and the brick walls are stained

black with coal dust. The light from the flashlights on

Grandpa’s helmet cast beams around the room. Grandpa hands

Stephen another helmet with flashlights.

GRANDPA

Here, you’ll need this.

Stephen looks at the helmet, confused.

GRANDPA

You need to be able to see.

Stephen reluctantly puts on the helmet. Grandpa reaches

over and turns on Stephen’s flashlights. The light reveals

a large cardboard box that has been drawn on to look like a

mine car. Grandpa climbs in the box and sits down.

GRANDPA

Well are you coming or not?

Stephen walks over and climbs in behind grandpa.

STEPHEN

It’s a stupid box.

GRANDPA

Just close your eyes and repeat

after me.

Stephen stares blankly at Grandpa.

GRANDPA

Well go on!

Stephen closes his eyes.

GRANDPA

Per oculos pueri.

Stephen sits with his eyes closed, silent.

GRANDPA

Per oculos pueri.

After a moment, Stephen shrugs his shoulders.

STEPHEN

Per oculos pueri.

All of a sudden, the floor drops out from under Grandpa and

Stephen, swallowing both of them whole in a cloud of dust.



3.

INT. CAVE - DAY

Everything is now in color. The box has transformed into a

mine car and drops roughly onto a set of tracks within a

cave. Their makeshift helmets have transformed into miners’

helmets with spotlights. The mine car is rolling forward,

picking up speed as Stephen opens his eyes in shock.

GRANDPA

Woohoo!

Stephen grabs a hold of Grandpa for safety.

STEPHEN

Where are we?

GRANDPA

Your mom and I used to spend

hours in here! Her favorite part

was the drop.

STEPHEN

The drop?

Grandpa points ahead to a steep drop in the tracks. Stephen

grabs a tighter hold of Grandpa as the mine car plummets,

flying through a waterfall and landing on another set of

tracks.

STEPHEN

That was awesome!

GRANDPA

There’s a split in the tracks

ahead. Pull the brake back there.

Stephen reaches back and pulls the hand brake. The mine

cart starts to SCREECH to a halt.

STEPHEN

Do you know which way to go?

GRANDPA

I used to remember... but I can’t

for the life of me... Shh. Wait.

Do you hear that?

Grandpa turns up the volume on his hearing aid.

STEPHEN

Hear what?

Just then, a giant snake monster starts slithering from the

left tunnel, HISSING at them and revealing massive fangs.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

STEPHEN GRANDPA

Right! Right!

Grandpa kicks the lever on the tracks and the mine cart

swerves to the right, narrowly avoiding the snake.

GRANDPA

I don’t remember that being here.

Stephen points ahead.

STEPHEN

Well what about that?!

Grandpa turns around to see a giant gap in a bridge of the

tracks. The mine cart jumps from one track to another as it

floats along in midair and eventually lands.

INT. CAVE WATERFALL - DAY

The mine cart slowly rolls to a stop at the end of the

tracks. The cave opens to a beautiful waterfall and a small

reflecting pool of water. Stephen stands up.

STEPHEN

Where are...

GRANDPA

Shh.

Grandpa covers Stephen’s mouth and points to the reflecting

pool. A beautiful white Pegasus is drinking the water.

GRANDPA

She was your mom’s.

Stephen stares at the creature.

GRANDPA

I know you miss her. So do I.

Stephen’s expression flattens.

GRANDPA

Here, let me show you something.

Grandpa climbs out of the cart and walks over to the wall of

the cave. He points to a set of initials carved in the

wall: "AMG."

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

STEPHEN

Is that my mom’s?

Grandpa nods his head.

GRANDPA

Why don’t you carve yours?

Grandpa hands Stephen a rock. Stephen carves "SWG" into the

cave wall. When he is finished, he turns around and is

face-to-face with the Pegasus.

GRANDPA

Don’t make any sudden movements.

The horselike creature sniffs Stephen’s clothes and hair.

It looks directly into his eyes and nuzzles his chest.

Stephen laughs and embraces the Pegasus. Grandpa smiles.

GRANDPA

Ya know, we best be getting back

before the rest begin to worry.

STEPHEN

How do we get back?

Grandpa points towards the cave wall behind Stephen.

Stephen turns to see that an old wooden door has appeared.

He cautiously turns the handle and opens the door.

STEPHEN

Can we come back?

GRANDPA

Any time you want.

Stephen and Grandpa walk through the door.

INT. BASEMENT - DAY

Everything is black and white again. Stephen and Grandpa

take off their helmets and brush the dust from their suits.

Grandpa pulls Stephen in for a long hug. Both of their eyes

are glassy. The two walk up the stairs.

INT. COAL CLOSET - DAY

On a brick wall of the coal closet we see initials carved

out: "AMG" and "SWG."

FADE TO BLACK.


